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FANTASY WORLD

Fantasy the word which not only attract a person towards itself but also a zone where each one of us

had live for once. Fantasy world is just the fictional version of reality where who wish and the things

happen according to your choices and needs. But is living in fantasy world correct?

Yes, fantasy are always good for our life because it is directly connected with hope and dreams. What-

ever we dream for our future is our fantasy at a point of time and at particular stage of our life. Which

means everyone one of us are living in a fantasy world for once. Before facing the reality we need to

go through fantasy world which is most important to understand the ups and down of life and the

challenges that are going to come in our life at a certain point of time.

What is fantasy?

It is basically the dream world created by us.  The world which is different in every person’s life

which is important for the one who create it. Fantasy gives us hope, it give us the path where we

should lead our self to. Fantasy is vital for human mind. What we imagine is fantasy what we think

and what we create is fantasy. In short fantasy is nothing it is something which directly comes from

our mind. Fantasy create a full world of exploration of big and small things, where we explore, analyse

and crate things and situations in our mind. Taking one step away from reality and entering the world

of pretence is fantasy.

Is a person living in fantasy world is correct?

Fantasizing about something is good, but only when it is not creating problems in your real life goals.

Living too much in a fantasize world will make you lose your interest in your own life moreover you

will feel detached from the happenings around you and the real world. Fantasizing is good if you

know that you are in a fantasy world, you are still in touch of reality. Fantasizing is not bad for es-

caping from pain, and emotions and trauma events

Even my personal experience can be one of the example. I live in a fantasy world, I imagine things I

compare my life with movies and fictions, I compare people around me with fictions and even I find

those fictions quality in those people. But living in fantasy world give me peace. It is the main source

of my happy world, my small happy world.

Is Escapism another name for Fantasizing?

Escapism, or withdrawing from the pressures of the real world into a safer fantasy world, is pervasive

in our culture. It comes in many forms, some rather subtle, and prevents us from doing what we need

to do to improve the circumstances of our real lives.

Escaping from reality will only take you towards self-destruction. Fantasizing and escapism are two

different aspect but nowadays people are counting them together. Escapism is neglecting reality but

fantasizing is dreaming and imagining. Over fantasizing will make you in love with your parallel

world which you have created and then one day a time will come when the reality would hit you

really hard and then your situation will become worse. It will lead you towards depression. If the

things you are thinking would be not done accordingly or will not happen according you will feel ir-

ritated and agitated and then this will make you aggressive and low down your moral and self-esteem

and then a time would come in your life when you will start going towards depression.

So fantasize with open mind but live in a real world.
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DREAMS THAT ENTERS IN

REAL WORLD

Ever this happened that you dreamt about something and after few days the same thing happen with

you. It feels like that you have lived the same thing before but in reality you face that situation for

the very first time. Deja-Vu is the term used for this situation. Every one of us at least for once must

have felt the feeling of Deja-vu. It sparks our memory lane and we feel like the place is already seen

somewhere. The experience of déjà vu involves having that feeling of knowing in a situation in which

you are experiencing something totally new. 

Some people says that Deja-Vu are related to our past life but it is totally wrong. Deja –Vu and our

past life had no connection at all. As being a human we have a good memory, and then these memory

can be of anytime either our childhood or our teenage. For example if you have visited a place in

your childhood and then years later  you see a familiar place in an unfamiliar setting, you will often

recognize that you have seen that place before. This is known as Deja-Vu.

Often Deja-Vu are mistaken with obsession and attraction in case of a person. For example if we see

a person and feel like we have met them before and know them before it doesn’t mean we are attracted

towards the particular person. Whenever you meet someone and an explosion of fireworks go off,

this is a sign not of true love, but of one person meeting another who must have seen each other

somewhere in past for fraction of seconds. The suggestion is that you run as fast as you can in the

opposite direction. Because LOVE and FEELINGS are dangerous.

Who commonly experience Deja-Vu?

Teenagers, people who travel often and people who take loads of stress are the one who experience

Deja-Vu often. Also more intake of drugs and medicine also lead to memory loss and Deja-Vu.

Deja-vu is nothing it is just the illusion of a prediction. It’s just the dream that comes to reality. It is

a strange experience. It just a strong connection towards something or someone. Deja-vu is wholly

related to our memory and brain, no relation of past life and astrology is there in this. Déjà vu is an

interesting and unusual experience where something feels very familiar, but we know it should not

feel as familiar as it does. The experience is important because it shows us that remembering happens

with a series of steps, some of which can go wrong. Young people have déjà vu the most, and this

may actually be a sign that young people are very good at spotting when their brains start telling

them that things are more familiar than they ought to feel. It is very hard to do experiments to make

people have déjà vu and we still do not know what actually causes it, but this makes it a very inter-

esting topic for scientists to investigate. Perhaps in the future, you will become a scientist who un-

covers the secrets of déjà vu.
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GUEST LECTURE IN AIMC

The students of 3rd year BA (JMC) of LLDIMS found themselves overwhelmed when they got to

meet Rahul Rawail, a famous director of Hindi Cinema, he came as a  guest lecturer in AIMC. Along

with him there was K.G suresh (he has served as Director General at IIMC) and other college students

from JIMS, VIPS and AIMC with their faculties members. The session got started with welcoming

and introduction. Talking about Rahul Rawail he is the sole living personality who has worked with

Mr. Raj Kapoor as Assistant Director. He studied nuclear physics and mathematics from Canada. But

the turning point in his life came when he and his nursery friend Rishi Kapoor went to watch the

shooting of MeraNaam Joker and saw Raj Kapoor working which made him mesmerized and how

they worked on set, later he decided to work as an assistant director. He never saw H.S Rawail, his

father’s creations but as soon as he got attracted to this world he started watching his classics.

He is still desperate to make a love story but he wants to make it what it truly is; pure and intact. Cur-

rently he is writing a book on cinematography “Raj Kapoor- The Filmmaker” for two years now and

is confused to make it as an audio- visual or printed.

He made us aware of working on celluloid was difficult to shoot at that time yet preservative method

of keeping the film rolls safe. “The film frames were to be cut and later on glued, film cement glaze

and emulsion were to be joined on the exposed portion. There were 16 frames in first and 24 in the

second. It was a combustion process.” 

He also  suggested us that "Work as your heart tells you, don’t get carried away what people say. Good

movie is what you take back home with you.” In the following session various question were asked

by the students in which one question was asked by the student of LLDIMS that if he wants to rectify

his mistakes as an director was when he made “Love Story” based on Raj Kapoor’s “Sangam” he re-

called that he forgot the storyline and focused more on Sangam that distorted the moments that he

might have created, while talking to Mr. Raj Kapoor, he suggested that “Film mein moment

honachahiye.” As he suggested he did actually made it again. 

Encountering the budding directors he recommended that they need to make films that comes from

their heart. His working patterns are different and purely  instinctive which leads to beautiful  films

like Love story, Betaab, Arjun, Anjaam, Arjun Pandit, and Jo Bole So Nihaal. He has directed Kajol

in Bekhudi and Aishwarya in AurPyaarHogaya. He admitted that if he got a chance to direct recent

movies it would have been Andhadhun, Raazi and Talvar.

Rawail accepted that OTT (OVER-THE-TOP MEDIA SEVICES) is playing a big role in contribution

of big screens. Netflix and Amazon are such brilliant examples. He specifically focused on Shemaroo

which serves classic movies.

At the end after  the 2 hours of  session every student along with their faculty members were called

on stage to click picture with Rawail sir. It was an really great and interactive session.

- SakshiThapliyal

- Sudipta Ghosh

BA(JMC), 3rd Year
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JANSOCH CONSULTANCY

BOOTCAMP

The JanSoch consultancy who has prior visited LLDIMS for seminars, organized a one

day bootcamp at India International Centre for mass communication and political sci-

ence students. JanSoch researches and analyzes the data, make authentic surveys and

organize election campaigns, CSR projects

and social media handling. They invited their

“Lamp fellow members” who worked for

Members of Parliament for rallies and assem-

bly elections, sharing their experiences and

work opportunities. Other guests were Shan-

tanu Gupta who is an author and media con-

sultant, VaibhavWalia. All of them

enlightened us on various campaigns, like

Nation with Namo, main bhichaukidaar,

Shakti campaign. Also debates were raised on soft subjects related to the policies and

how it can affect the nation. We witnessed different ideologies and constraints.

LLDIMS students experienced how active participation of social media is changing

the face of politics and plays a vital role for the parties in political scenarios. They also

gave away certificates and refreshments. 
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TEACHER’S DAY

CELEBRATION

At the noon of 4th september our college witnessed the celebration of teachers day at

the auditorium of our college and whether they are teachers students they all partici-

pated and enjoyed their fullest.The event started with some poems written for teachers

by students then after that some emotional speech . Then there was also informal games

like dumb charades , riddles to guess and much more to enjoy.Each and every faculty

member and students no matter from which depatrment they are they all enjoyed as

well as participated with full energy and showed us the true sense of unity in diversity

in our college . Our very own director sir,additional director sir and hod sir made the

event more energetic and auspicious just by their presence .

all the third year students prepared their tribute in their very own style by doing a lungi

dance in a very special way.

now when everyone was laughing out loud it was time to realise all the teachers their

importance in our lives and their comes a musically narrated dance skit by nikhilkumar

which literally proved to be an outburst for the feelings of every one and all praised it

too.now we all were coming to the end of the show and it was time for the vote of

thanks for all the teachers,staff,students and all those made this event successful by

their participation and presence.
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HINDI DIWAS

CELEBRATIONS

On 13th September 2019, Lingaya'sLalita Devi Institute of Management and Sciences

celebrated Hindi Diwas - 'SanskritikVirasat' in the college auditorium. It was a one day

event conducted by BA(JMC) 3rd year students which included various competitions

like debate, poetry, poster and essay writing competition. Along with this, a group song,

solo dance and various games for faculty and audience were also conducted.

The event began with lighting of the lamp and commencement of poetry competition.

Subsequently a melodious group song was sung. Teachers activity which was held af-

terwards was a recreation for the faculty

members followed by the debate which had

its own touch of vigour expressed by the first

and second-year students. The informal an-

choring kept the audience connected and en-

tertained. An enactment by the students

theatre group  gave a gist about the story of

Hindi becoming an official language. The

solo dance performance was magnanimous as

it narrated the chronicles of Hindi language.

Later a self-composed duet song composed by the students of LLDIMS was presented.

A video was manifested to make everyone coherent about the chronicle.

Finally after a long cessation our special Hindi edition magazine 'SanskritikVirasat'

was inaugurated that comprised of last year's event 'Udaan' which was a three days

event where the first 2 days consisted of various performances marking the importance

of Hindi and the final day had a fair as the main event. The event was concluded by a

vote of thanks . Our honourable faculty members were apported with a bounty followed

by facilitating the winners of different competitions. The event was a success enlight-

ening everyone about the chronicle of our mother tongue 'HINDI'.
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MOTIVATIONAL SEMINAR

It’s very essential for an individual to stay motivated in life so as to achieve any goal.

Dedication and determination are the two indispensible qualities that one should have.

Recently our College organised a motivational show  of Mr. Rohit Thakur, who is an

actor, comedian and a motivational speaker

too. We feel honoured to know that he is an

ex student of our college. This session was

conducted for BAJMC Department. Rohit

sir spoke on how to achieve your desired

goal. He acquaint us with various strategies

by which we can acquire success and our

Aim as well. He interacted with almost

every student and answered all the questions

that were asked by them. He spoke with

with great determination and seriousness as

well as he was being humorous  in between

too. He really ignited a spark in all the students by his eloquent and dynamic motiva-

tional speech. At last, on behalf of all the students I would like to extend my gratitude

towards our HOD sir Mr. Ajitabh and all faculty members for organising such a helpful

and and educating session. We hope to have more such sort of programs and sessions

in future.
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MASK
(Poem)

I was once sad nad lonely,

Having nobody to comfort me.

So I wore a mask that always smiled,

To hide my feelings behind a lie.

Long ago I had many friends ,

With my mask ,I was one of them.

But deep inside,I always felt empty ,

As if I was missing a part of me.

Nobody could hear my cries at night ,

For I designed my mask to hide the lies.

Nobody could see the pain I was feeling,

For I designed my mask to be laughing.

Behind all the smiles were the tears ,

And behind all the comfort were the fears.

Everything you think you see,

Wasn’t everything to me.

Day by day,I was slowly dying,

But I kept on lying and lying .

There was something Missing,

Until now I am still searching,

For the thing that'll stop my crying,

For someone who'll erase my fears,

For the person who'll wipe my tears

But till then, I’ll keep on smiling,

Hiding behind this mask I am wearing.

Hoping one day I’ll smile,

Till then, I 'll be here waiting for a while.

-AASTHA GAUR
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PECHAN

(Poem)

Kyu hum bewajah badnaam ho jate hain

Kyu hum bewajah rulaye jate hain

Kyu hum bewajah doshi tehraye jate hain

Kyu....

Kya hum mein jasbat nahi

Kya hum insaan nhi

Ya bs hum hain

Isliye hum badnaam hain

Andheero se ghire hum

Kho dete apni pechan hain

MAIN KON HUN ?

(Poem)

Poocha maine khud se.  

Kuch badla badla sa hun mila jabse tujhse.

Shyd Hero lgta hun pta chla tujhse. 

Kuch khaas hun dil jeet leta hun sbke.

Main kon hun tum hi socho khud se.

Main konhun?

Poocha maine khud se..... 
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